ABSTRACT. This paper proposes an approach to delineating metropolitan areas that is more general than the standard approaches in three respects: First, it uses the fraction of land prices attributable to economies of urban agglomeration instead of using commuting intensities as an indicator of economic integration between metropolitan centers and their hinterlands. Second, it identifies metropolitan centers endogenously instead of determining them exogenously. And third, it takes metropolitan subcenters explicitly into account. An empirical illustration is used to show that the approach tends to delineate fewer but larger metropolitan areas in densely populated regions, and smaller metropolitan areas in sparsely populated regions.
MOTIVATION
Metropolitan areas play an important role as subjects of regional economic policy, urban planning, and economic analysis in various countries. The metropolitan statistical areas (MSA) in the U.S. or the functional urban regions (FUR) in Western Europe are prominent examples. Metropolitan areas are usually defined as sets of consecutive local administrative areas that comprise at least one larger core city and the adjacent administrative areas that have a high degree of social and economic integration with that core city (e.g., USCB, 2006) . In virtually all delineations of metropolitan areas, the commuting intensity between a local administrative area and a core city is used as the indicator for the degree of economic integration. The U.S. MSAs, for example, comprise at least one core city with a population of 50,000 or more as well as any adjacent counties from where at least 25 percent of the employed residents commute to the core city's county (OMB, 2000) . Similarly, the Western European FURs comprise at least one core "urbanized area" with 20,000 or more jobs as well as any adjacent NUTS3 regions from where more workers commute to that core than to any other core (Cheshire and Hay, 1989) . See Karlsson and Olsson (2006) for a recent survey of the various commuting-based delineation concepts.
The present paper suggests delineating metropolitan areas using an indicator that takes into account all forms of spatial interactions and interdependencies that generate or are induced by economies of urban agglomeration. This indicator is the amount by which the land price (or land rent) 1 at any local administrative area is affected by economies of urban agglomeration. Since land is consumed by all economic agents, households as well as firms, and land is immobile and quasi fixed in supply, all economic benefits and costs will ultimately be monetized by land prices. By suggesting to use land prices as an indicator, this paper argues that the delineation of metropolitan areas should take into account not only those benefits and costs that arise from the economic interactions and interdependencies between agents, such as commuting, trade, or spillovers. It should also take into account the benefits and costs that arise from the interventions by local public administrations, such as higher local tax rates or tighter public zoning and environmental regulations in metropolitan areas. These interventions are considered as being consequences of urban agglomeration in the present paper. Higher tax rates, for example, are considered as reflecting the higher costs of providing public services that are complementary to urban agglomeration, and tighter public zoning and environmental regulations are considered as reflecting the preferences of the residents for protecting and preserving resources that are particularly scarce in densely populated areas.
The procedure for delineating metropolitan areas proposed here is formally quite similar to the procedures employed for delineating metropolitan areas by means of commuting intensities. The procedure identifies, in a first step, the centers of the metropolitan areas, and the degrees of economic integration between all local administrative areas and these centers. In a second step, the procedure delineates metropolitan areas by assigning those local administrative areas to a center that are more integrated with this center than with any other center. This procedure differs conceptually from the commuting-based delineation procedures in three important respects, however: The degree of economic integration within metropolitan areas is measured by land prices rather than by commuting intensities; metropolitan subcenters are accounted for explicitly; and the metropolitan centers and subcenters are identified endogenously rather than exogenously.
Following the economic theory of cities (Fujita, 1989; Fujita and Thisse, 2002) , the indicator used here for measuring the degree of economic integration is the difference between the observed land price and the opportunity costs of urban land use. It will henceforth be labeled "urban land price." The opportunity costs are given by the "rural land price," which is, the land price that would prevail if the metropolitan center, or the whole metropolitan area, had never existed, and all land were used for nonurban purposes. The urban land prices are interpreted here in a similar way as the equilibrium land prices in a model of a polycentric city. They reflect not only the net economic benefits spilling over from the centers of metropolitan areas, but also the net economic benefits spilling over from all other places in metropolitan areas. For expositional clarity, the urban land price in a local administrative area will nonetheless be said to be attributable to a center of a metropolitan area in this paper. In doing so, the centers are just considered as the formal representatives or geographical reference points of their metropolitan areas. If a local administrative area's land price is affected by more than one metropolitan area, its total urban land price is assumed to be the sum of the urban land prices attributable to the individual metropolitan centers.
The approach proposed here adopts the concept of circularly symmetric land price gradients from the economic theory of cities to estimate, for each local administrative area, the urban land prices attributable to all metropolitan centers. A similar concept is used for estimating population density gradients in metropolitan areas (Anas, Arnott and Small, 1998; McMillen and Smith, 2003) . A land price gradient describes the value of the urban land price at any location as a function of just the location's distance from a metropolitan center. By assuming that the urban land price is the same in all places at the same distance from the center, the three-dimensional land price surface of a metropolitan area is mapped into a two dimensional function, the land price gradient.
In the present approach, the restrictive assumption that all metropolitan areas are circularly symmetric in geographical terms is relaxed somewhat by complementing the land price gradients of the metropolitan centers by additional land price gradients of metropolitan subcenters. A metropolitan subcenter is, metaphorically speaking, a local administrative area that multiplies the urban agglomeration economies spilling over from a metropolitan center. Each metropolitan subcenter is assigned a separate, circularly symmetric land price gradient that determines, for the subcenter itself as well as for any other local administrative area, the urban land price attributable to this subcenter. The urban land prices attributable to metropolitan subcenters are assumed to add to those attributable to metropolitan centers. For the purpose of delineating metropolitan areas, the urban land prices attributable to all subcenters in a metropolitan area are consolidated with the urban land price attributable directly to the center of this metropolitan area. This yields, for each local administrative area, an aggregate urban land price that is attributable directly or indirectly to a metropolitan center. This aggregate urban land price is used as the measure of the total degree of economic integration between a local administrative area and a metropolitan center in the approach proposed here.
Metropolitan subcenters play an important role in this approach for three reasons: First, they account for local peaks of the three-dimensional land price surface in metropolitan areas that cannot be accounted for by the two-dimensional land price gradients of the centers. Second, they account for circularly asymmetric metropolitan fringes that cannot be accounted for by the circularly symmetric land price gradients of the centers. And finally, they allow identifying the indirect economic linkages between metropolitan centers that are not integrated with each other directly. Metropolitan centers and subcenters are identified endogenously in the course of the regression used for estimating the land price gradients.
The land-price-based delineation approach is illustrated empirically by delineating metropolitan areas in West Germany. The illustration indicates that this approach tends to delineate fewer, but larger metropolitan areas in densely populated parts of the country and smaller metropolitan areas in sparsely populated parts than commuting-based delineation approaches. On aggregate, the population share in metropolitan areas delineated by means of the urban land prices tends to be smaller than that in metropolitan areas delineated by means of commuting intensities. The illustration also indicates that the approach sketched here is still based on some simplifying restrictive assumptions. One of these assumptions, which is found to affect the delineation results significantly, is that the land price gradients of all subcenters are of the same shape. Relaxing this assumption as far as possible is left to future research.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the delineation approach proposed in this paper. Section 3 presents the illustrative delineation of metropolitan areas in West Germany. Section 4 investigates the robustness of the delineation results obtained in Section 3, and Section 5 discusses directions for future research.
CONCEPTUAL APPROACH

Overview
The delineation of metropolitan areas proposed in this paper is done in two steps, which will be introduced in this section. In the first step, a cross-section regression that involves a variable-selection procedure is employed for identifying the metropolitan centers and subcenters, and simultaneously estimating the parameters of the land price gradients of these centers and subcenters. This regression divides the observed land prices in all local administrative areas within a country into two components: the urban land prices, represented in the regression model by all land price gradients for the metropolitan centers and subcenters, and the opportunity costs of urban land use, represented by the determinants of rural land prices. The urban land prices are, in addition, divided into the urban land prices attributable to the individual metropolitan centers or subcenters. The urban land prices attributable to the individual metropolitan centers or subcenters are represented by the individual center-or subcenter-specific land price gradients.
The land price gradients of the metropolitan centers are modeled as series of consecutive, concentric, and nonoverlapping distance bands around the centers. Each distance band is represented by a separate variable in the empirical model, the parameter of which is the urban land price attributable to the respective center at any place covered by the distance band. Modeling the land price gradients as distance bands is preferred over modeling them as continuous distance decay functions because distance bands impose weaker restrictions on the functional form of the land price gradients: the urban land price attributable to a metropolitan center is restricted to be the same at all places covered by a distance band but may vary freely across the distance bands. The land price gradients for the metropolitan subcenters are modeled in a more restrictive way, namely as inverse exponential distance decay functions. A land price gradient of a metropolitan subcenter is thus represented by just one variable in the empirical model.
The variable-selection procedure identifies the set of land price gradients that fit the spatial pattern of the observed land prices best, while keeping redundant gradients that do not contribute significantly to explaining the observed land prices outside the model. The procedure successively adds metropolitan centers, distance bands, or land price gradients of subcenters to the model, avoiding path dependency as far as possible. All parameters of these urban variables are restricted to be positive, that is, reflect the land price effects of positive net economies of urban agglomeration.
In the second step, the metropolitan areas are delineated by means of the degree of economic integration between each local administrative area and each metropolitan area, as indicated by the local administrative area's estimated urban land price attributable directly or indirectly to a metropolitan center. The direct effect is given by the land price gradient of the metropolitan center; the indirect effects are given by the land price gradients of the associated metropolitan subcenters. The metropolitan centers identified in the first step constitute the nodes of the metropolitan areas.
For expositional clarity, the regression approach that constitutes the first step of the delineation procedure will be introduced in two parts. First, the final regression model will be introduced. It is the regression model the selection procedure converges to. The number and locations of metropolitan centers and subcenters as well as the optimal number of distance bands around each metropolitan center will be assumed to be known for the time being. The variable-selection procedure will be introduced afterwards.
The Regression Model
For given sets of metropolitan centers, J, and of metropolitan subcenters, S, and for a given optimal number, T j , of distance bands around each of the metropolitan centers in J, the empirical model estimated in the first step of the delineation procedure can formally be expressed as = 0, . . . , T j index of consecutive, concentric and nonoverlapping distance bands around the j th metropolitan center; the 0 th distance band comprises the center itself; P n land price in local administrative area n; C j n share of local administrative area n's surface covered by the th distance band around the j th metropolitan center; u n error term, assumed to be well-behaved (i.i.d.).
The dependent variable, P n , is the observed land price in local administrative area n at a given point in time. The first two terms on the right-hand side of equation (1) estimate the urban land prices from land price gradients. The first term comprises the land price gradients of the J metropolitan centers; the second the land price gradients of the S metropolitan subcenters. The third term estimates the opportunity costs of urban land use from the determinants of rural land prices.
The land price gradient of the j th metropolitan center is represented by the term T j =0 ␥ j C j n in equation (1). It comprises one explanatory variable, C j n , for each distance band around the j th center. The variable C j n (0 ≤ C j n ≤ 1) is defined as the share of local administrative area n's surface covered by the th distance band around the j th center. Its parameter, ␥ j , is the urban land price (in €/sqm) attributable to this center at all places covered by the th distance band. The definition of the variables C j n serves the purpose of accounting for unobserved land price differences within local administrative areas as far as possible. These variables are used here as weights of the urban land prices in the different parts of local administrative areas covered by the different distance bands.
2 The innermost distance band, = 0, covers just the center's own surface. The variable C j 0n is consequently a dummy variable. This distance band is not circularly symmetric. The subsequent distance bands, = 1, . . . , T j , cover the center's hinterland. Their outer boundaries are circularly symmetric around the center's midpoint. The T j th distance band is highest-order distance band with a positive and significant urban land price attributable to the center. Its outer boundary marks the fringe of the metropolitan area represented by the center if there is no subcenter whose land price gradient extends beyond this outer boundary. The land price gradients of different metropolitan centers may overlap in local administrative areas that are affected by different metropolitan areas. In this case, a local administrative area's total urban land price is the sum of the (average) urban land prices attributable to the individual centers.
The land price gradients of the subcenters are represented by the second term on the right-hand side of equation (1), s∈S s w ns ( j∈J T j =0 ␥ j C j s ). They are supposed to account for local peaks of the metropolitan land price surface that are not explained by the land price gradients of the metropolitan centers. A local administrative area is considered a subcenter if it meets two conditions: First, it must be situated within a metropolitan area. This condition is met if the term in parentheses, j∈J T j =0 ␥ j C j s is significantly positive. This term is the sum of the subcenter's urban land prices attributable to all metropolitan centers. Second, a subcenter must generate additional urban agglomeration economies that impact significantly on its own land price as well as the land prices in its neighboring local administrative areas. This condition is met if the parameter s is significantly positive. In contrast to those of the metropolitan centers, the land price gradients of the subcenters are reflected by just one variable in the model for simplicity. The parameter s measures, consequently, the subcenter's effects on land prices in both the subcenter and its neighboring local administrative areas.
The bilateral spatial discounting factor w ns (0 ≤ w ns ≤ 1) constitutes the land price gradient. It reflects the spatial decay of the land price effects with increasing distance of a local administrative area n from the s th subcenter. The spatial discounting factor is defined such that it assumes the value of one at the subcenter itself, that is, w ns = 1 for n = s, and decreases continuously with increasing distance from the subcenter. This definition allows interpreting the parameter s as a measure of the effects of urban agglomeration economies on 2 If, for example, 40 percent of local administrative area n's surface is covered by the first distance band around the jth center, that is, C j 1n = 0.4, and the remaining 60 percent by the second distance band, that is, C j 2n = 0.6, this local administrative area's average urban land price attributable to the j th center will be the weighted average of the distance band-specific urban land prices, ␥ j 1 0.4+␥ j 2 0.6 €/sqm. If the local administrative area's surface is covered entirely by the first distance band around the center, that is, C j 1n = 1, its average urban land price attributable to the center will be just ␥ j 1 €/sqm. And if, finally, 40 percent of the local administrative area's surface is covered by the highest-order (T j th) distance band around the center, and the remaining 60 percent are not covered by a distance band, this area's average urban land price attributable to the center will be 0.4␥ jTj €/sqm. the subcenter's own land price. It is actually a multiplier in the present case: it reflects the percentage by which a subcenter's total urban land price exceeds its urban land price attributable to metropolitan centers. To see this, notice that, for w ns = 1, the total urban land price in the subcenter s is
where the term j∈J T j =0 ␥ j C j n is just the subcenter's urban land price attributable to metropolitan centers.
The spatial discounting factor, w ns , can be interpreted analogously to iceberg transport costs: the larger the distance between the subcenter s, the point of departure of the iceberg, and any other local administrative area n, the point of destination of the iceberg, the larger the diffusion losses. The iceberg is, in the present case, the amount by which the subcenter impacts on its own land price, j∈J
In the illustration below, the spatial discounting factor will be determined by an inverse exponential distance-decay function, the distance-decay parameter of which, denoted by ␦, will be estimated endogenously but assumed to be the same for all subcenters.
Finally, rural land prices, determined by the third term in equation (1), are estimated endogenously to determine the "zero point" for the urban land prices separately for each local administrative area. The rural land prices depend on the availability of local consumption amenities, resulting, among others, from favorable climatic conditions or a high recreational value of the area (Roback, 1982) , and on the productivity of farming, resulting, among others, from a high quality of the soil or large farm and field sizes.
Estimation: The Variable-Selection Procedure
Rather than determining the locations of the metropolitan centers and subcenters ex ante, the approach proposed here uses a variable-selection procedure to identify them in the course of the estimation of the empirical model (1).
3 In addition to the metropolitan centers and subcenters, the selection procedure identifies the optimal number of distance bands for each metropolitan area.
The selection procedure used here presupposes a three-tiered hierarchy of locations within metropolitan areas. At the top of the hierarchy are the centers of metropolitan areas. An administrative area added to the model as a metropolitan center creates a new metropolitan area by definition. This center constitutes the 0 th distance band of the land price gradient of the metropolitan area. The metropolitan centers are selected from a set of "candidate" metropolitan centers, which must be determined ex ante. This set of candidate centers may be fairly broad. It may, for example, comprise all (larger) cities, or all local administrative areas that exhibit some net in-commuting. It should, however, not comprise local administrative areas with high land prices that are obviously not related to urban agglomeration economies, and that cannot be explained by the determinants of the rural land prices. These local administrative areas will probably be misinterpreted as being metropolitan centers by the selection procedure. On the second tier are the hinterlands of the metropolitan areas, represented by the distance bands of order one or higher around each center in the model. And on the third tier are the metropolitan subcenters. All administrative areas covered at least partly (by 30 percent in the illustration below) by a distance band of an order greater than 0 in the model are considered candidate subcenters. The selection procedure takes this hierarchy into account in 11 iterations to prevent metropolitan areas from being fragmented. The selection procedure is a stepwise, forward/backward selection procedure. 4 As a general rule, the procedure either adds one variable to the regression model, or removes one or more variables from the regression model in each iteration. The variable to be added to the model may be either a metropolitan center not yet in the model, the next higher order distance band of a land price gradient of a metropolitan center in the model, or the land price gradient of a subcenter. The variable or variables to be removed from the model may be either the land price gradient of a subcenter, the highest-order distance band or distance bands of a land price gradient of a metropolitan center in the model, or a metropolitan center itself. Several, or even all, variables belonging to the same metropolitan area may be removed simultaneously. The selection procedure is designed such that it has greater opportunities for removing variables than for adding variables for two reasons. First, the greater opportunities for removing variables from the model reduce the risk of path dependency of the selection procedure. Any selection procedure entails the risk of path dependency. The choices in earlier iterations may impact significantly on the choices in subsequent iterations, and may direct the selection procedure to a local rather than the preferred global optimum. To reduce the risk of path dependency as far as possible, each and every variable in the model is considered for exclusion in each iteration. And second, the greater opportunities for removing variables prevent the model from keeping redundant variables. Variables added to the model may loose their explanatory power in the course of the subsequent iterations. This may be true for single variables or even for all variables representing a metropolitan area. Therefore, the selection procedure considers for exclusion not only the variable added in the previous iteration but all variables currently in the model.
The selection procedure starts with a model comprising only the rural variables (including the constant term). The rural variables are forced into the model in all iterations. In the first iteration, one of the candidate metropolitan centers is added. In the second iteration, this metropolitan center may be complemented by its first-order distance band; another center may be added; or the center added in the first iteration may be removed. If the first-order distance band is added, the third iteration takes one of the following five actions: (i) adding a second metropolitan center; (ii) adding the next higher order distance band to the distance band in the model; (iii) adding one of the local administrative areas covered by the first-order distance band as a subcenter; (iv) removing the first-order distance band; or (v) removing jointly the metropolitan center and its first-order distance band. The set of possible actions thus changes with each iteration.
In each iteration, each possible action requires running a separate auxiliary regression. Based on the results of all auxiliary regressions, the procedure chooses the action that yields the highest improvement of the adjusted R 2 under the restriction that all parameters of the land price gradients are nonnegative. The selection procedure terminates if no possible action improves the adjusted R 2 . The adjusted R 2 is chosen here as a decision criterion for simplicity. Other selection criteria, such as the Akaike information criterion or the Schwarz criterion, may be used instead. The sign restrictions for the parameters of the land price gradients serve two purposes. First, they prevent the selection procedure from misinterpreting very low land prices as being due to agglomeration diseconomies. This may happen if the land price in a local administrative area situated in the vicinity to a metropolitan center is significantly lower than its predicted rural land price. This paper assumes that all land whose price is below the predicted rural land price is used for nonurban purposes. And second, the sign restrictions prevent the model from fitting the data perfectly. Notice that the number of variables that may be added to the model-all candidate metropolitan centers, a large number of distance bands for each center, and every administrative area covered by at least one of those distance bandsexceeds the number of observations in the dataset by far.
The sign restrictions invalidate, however, the usual inferential statistics, such as standard deviations or t-values. The distributional properties of the parameters are actually unknown. The estimated variance-covariance matrix of the parameters is consequently not available for determining the significance of the urban land prices predicted from the parameter estimates in the second step of the delineation procedure. This significance would help decide whether or not an administrative area is part of a metropolitan area. Developing alternative inferential statistics based, for example, on the bootstrap is left to future research.
Delineation of Metropolitan Areas
The second step of the approach proposed here delineates the metropolitan areas, using the results of the first-step regression as an input. The objective is to assign each local administrative area with a positive and significant urban land price to exactly one metropolitan area, and to assign no administrative area with a zero or insignificant urban land price to any metropolitan area.
From equation (1), administrative area n's urban land price attributable to metropolitan center j can be calculated as
and the total urban land price in administrative area n as
The two urban land prices in equations (2) and (3) can be estimated by using the results of the first-step regression approach: the sets of the metropolitan centers,Ĉ, and subcenters,Ŝ, the optimal numbers of distance bands,T j , and the estimated parameters of all land price gradients,␥ j , s , and␦.
The predicted total urban land price in equation (3) is used to distinguish metropolitan from nonmetropolitan local administrative areas. If it is significantly positive, the local administrative area is part of a metropolitan area. The significance of this urban land price should ideally be determined by means of its standard deviation. It may be assumed to be significantly greater than zero if its statistical probability of being zero is estimated to be less than 5 percent or 10 percent. If the distributional properties of the predicted urban land prices are unknown, which is the case here (see above), the significance has to be determined ad hoc by, for example, specifying a threshold urban land price.
The predicted urban land price attributable to a metropolitan center in equation (2) is used to determine which metropolitan area a local administrative area with a significant urban land price is assigned to. As a general rule, the local administrative area should be considered part of that metropolitan area that impacts strongest on its land price, as evidenced by the predicted urban land price attributable to this metropolitan center. This general rule can be employed as well if one metropolitan center impacts on the land price of another metropolitan center. It suggests merging the two metropolitan areas. The rule may, however, be amended such that the two metropolitan areas are merged only if the second center's urban land price attributable to the first center is significantly different from zero. If the standard deviations of the predicted urban land prices in equation (2) are known, the significance of this urban land price can be determined. Alternatively, the significance may be determined ad hoc again by specifying a threshold urban land price.
Equation (2) shows how the urban land prices attributable to metropolitan subcenters are consolidated with those attributable to metropolitan centers in order to ultimately attribute the urban land prices to the metropolitan centers only: the amount by which a subcenter affects the land prices in any of its neighboring local administrative areas is assigned proportionally to the metropolitan centers that affect the land price at the subcenter. The proportions are given by the relative magnitudes by which the metropolitan centers affect the subcenter's urban land price.
EMPIRICAL ILLUSTRATION: METROPOLITAN AREAS IN WEST GERMANY
This section illustrates the delineation procedure introduced in the previous section by delineating metropolitan areas in West Germany. West Germany is particularly interesting for an illustrative case study because the number and the geographical sizes of metropolitan areas are not obvious when glancing at a map. There are, on the one hand, several geographical clusters of larger cities within densely populated areas, such as the Rhine-Ruhr or the Rhine-Main-Neckar areas. These areas are usually divided into several metropolitan areas or labor market areas by means of commuting intensities. The Rhine-Ruhr area, for example, comprises nine FURs (see Cheshire and Hay, 1989 , Table A12 ), or five labor market areas (Eckey, Kosfeld and Türck, 2006, Figure 3 ). It will be interesting to see to what extent the delineation procedure proposed here is able to cope with these complex systems of cities, and to what extent it uses the option of flagging subcenters to capture the economic interactions and interdependencies between these cities. On the other hand, there are a significant number of cities situated within predominantly rural areas with a low-population density. While there is usually some commuting to those cities from their neighboring local administrative areas, the neighboring local administrative areas as a whole are not too urbanized. It will be interesting to see how far, in geographical terms, the delineation procedure suggests the metropolitan areas of these cities to extend into their hinterlands.
In defining local administrative areas, which are the basic geographical units of the analysis, the illustration follows the commuting-based delineations of metropolitan areas. For practical reasons, most commuting-based delineations, including the delineation of FURs and labor market areas, choose as their basic units the lowest level of local administrative areas for which a greater variety of statistical indicators is publicly available. This level is the Landkreise and kreisfreie Städte in Germany. The German Landkreise and kreisfreie Städte are, like U.K. counties and French départements, classified as NUTS3 regions. They are broadly comparable to counties in the U.S. The choice of county-level administrative areas as the basic units of the delineation ensures that the main statistical indicators used frequently for urban planning and research purposes are available for metropolitan areas. It is, however, suboptimal from a research perspective. County-level administrative areas are too large for the purpose of delineating metropolitan areas appropriately because county-level commuting or land price aggregates mask significant local differences between municipalities.
East Germany, including Berlin, is excluded from the analysis because the East German land markets are still far from being in equilibrium. There is a huge excess supply of housing in East Germany (Dohse et al., 2002) .
Data
The dataset used to delineate metropolitan areas comprises observations for all 326 West German Landkreise and kreisfreie Städte (labeled "counties" henceforth). The average size of the 326 counties is 781.3 sqkm; their average population density 518 inhabitants per sqkm.
The set of candidate metropolitan centers from which the selection procedure selects the metropolitan centers is either the 112 centers of the West German labor market areas defined by Eckey, Kosfeld and Türck (2006) or the 91 West German city-counties. The 112 centers of the labor market areas, which are used as candidate metropolitan centers in the approach estimated in this section, are those counties that are found to engender the greatest amount of commuting by Eckey, Kosfeld and Türck. 5 The 91 West German city-counties (kreisfreie Städte), which are used for a robustness check in Section 4, comprise just a single urban municipality. Almost all larger cities in West Germany are city-counties. City-counties are, on average, much smaller in geographic terms than the 235 Landkreise (148.2 sqkm, compared to 1,001.3 sqkm) but their average population density is much higher (1,366.4 inhabitants per sqkm, compared to 223.3). Their population sizes range from about 40,000 to about 1.7 million.
The land prices, denoted by P n in equation (1), are measured in terms of the prices (in constant 2000 euros) per square meter paid for unimproved residential sites on average over the period 1995 to 2001.
6 Unimproved residential sites are assumed to be a homogeneous good. In contrast to the prices of improved residential sites, the prices of unimproved residential sites can be expected to be affected not too strongly by quality differences. The characteristics of the local neighborhoods may be of some influence, though. Moreover, the observed 5 Eckey, Kosfeld and Türck (2006) aggregate the 326 West German counties into 112 labor market areas by means of their bilateral commuting intensities, using a factor analysis. The factor analysis determines the eigenvalues and their associated eigenvectors of a matrix of association coefficients for the commuting intensities. Each eigenvector associated with an eigenvalue greater than one is taken to represent one labor market area. The counties with the highest factor loadings in these eigenvectors are chosen to be the centers of these labor market areas.
6 Land sales statistics are available from the GENESIS database of the German Federal Statistical Office. They report, for each county, the number of the annual transactions as well as the aggregate annual trade volume (in sqm) and trade value (in euros). To limit the influence of outliers, the annual volumes and values are aggregated over the years 1995-2001. The annual trade values are deflated by the national consumer price index. The number of transactions varies considerably across the counties, with a minimum of six and a maximum of 11,868 (average 1,384) over the period of seven years. The land price for Hamburg, which is not available from the GENESIS database or any other public data source, is set arbitrarily to €600. This choice does not affect the regression results because Hamburg is always selected as a center, which implies that it is assigned a separate dummy variable.
prices of unimproved residential sites are assumed to be the equilibrium land prices that equate the supply and the aggregate demand by both households and firms.
The variables of the land price gradients of the metropolitan centers, denoted by C j n in equation (1), are calculated as the shares in the counties' surfaces of up to 10 distance bands around the geographical midpoints of the 112 centers of labor market areas (or the 91 city-counties). 7 The first distance band covers the first 20 km from a center's or city-county's midpoint, exclusive of the center's or city-county's area. The higher order distance bands cover 10 km each.
The land price gradients of the metropolitan subcenters are modeled as exponential distance decay functions, 8 defined as 
␦ denotes the distance decay parameter, which reflects the distance costs, D ns the Euclidean distance between the midpoints of any county, n, and any subcenter, s, and D max a distance threshold that limits the geographical size of the gradient to a plausible range. The distance decay parameter, ␦, is estimated endogenously but assumed to be the same for all subcenters for simplicity. Investigating opportunities for relaxing this restrictive assumption is left to future research, although it is shown to affect the delineation of metropolitan areas significantly (see Section 4). Notice that the distance decay parameter must be subjected to some restriction in order to prevent the regression from turning the land price gradient of a subcenter into a dummy variable for the subcenter. The value of the distance decay parameter is restricted to the interval 0.019 < ␦ < 0.21 to prevent it from assuming implausibly low or high values. The distance threshold is set to D max = 50 km, which is roughly equivalent to a 1 hour's trip by car or commuter train (with frequent stops) within metropolitan areas. According to the 2004 microcensus, 95 percent of all commuting in Germany takes place within distances of less than 50 km. The distances, D ns , may alternatively be measured in terms of travel time rather than Euclidean distances. Travel time distances can, on the one hand, be expected to proxy 7 To determine these shares, the West German area is divided into a system of regular grid points (one point per sqkm). The border coordinates of the counties available from the SAS software package are used to assign the grid points to counties. Euclidean distances are used to assign the grid points to the centers' or city-counties' midpoints. The coordinates of the midpoints were kindly provided by the Bundesanstalt für Bauwesen und Raumordnung. The share of a distance band in a county's area is approximated by the share of joint grid points in all grid points within the county.
8 Papageorgiou and Pines (1989) discuss the conditions for the urban bid-rent function to take the functional form given in equation (4) in a model of a monocentric city. Inverse exponential distance weights have been used widely in the density gradient literature (Mills and Tan, 1980; Anas, Arnott and Small, 1998) . The distance threshold helps prevent the regression procedure from picking up random correlations of the land prices between counties over longer distances. the economic distances more appropriately than Euclidean distances because they account for topographical barriers like rivers or mountains as well as for the quantity and quality of the infrastructure. On the other hand, they may be subject to endogeneity concerns (see, e.g., Cohen and Morrison Paul, 2007) .
The determinants of rural land prices, finally, denoted by X kn in equation (1), are proxied by a constant term as well as by indicators of consumption amenities and farming productivity. All these determinants are chosen such that they are exogenous to the land prices to avoid additional complexities arising from instrumenting endogenous explanatory variables. Consumption amenities are proxied by three variables. An index of the variation of altitudes (relief intensity; variable RELIEF˙INTENS) proxies for the general scenic attractiveness of the landscape; a dummy variable for counties in the Alps (MOUNTAIN) proxies for the specific touristic attractiveness of mountainous landscapes; and the mean annual sunshine radiation (in kWh/sqm; SUNSHINE) proxies for climatic amenities. 9 The productivity of farming is proxied by three variables as well. The official index of the fertility of the soil proxies for the general profitability of farming. This index, which ranges from 0 (worst quality) to 100 (loess), enters the model in levels and squares (SOIL, SOILSQ). The squared term captures decreasing returns to soil quality, as measured by the official index. And finally, a variable indicating the dominant form of inheritance of farms in the past (INHERIT) proxies for the average farm and field sizes. The farms and fields tend to be smaller, and the agricultural productivity lower, in regions where the farms and fields were fragmented by partible inheritance in the past. The variable INHERIT takes the value of 1 for counties where primogeniture was the dominant form of inheritance in the past;-1 for counties where partible inheritance was the dominant form; and 0 for counties where other forms of inheritance dominated, or where the forms of inheritance were mixed.
10 A positive parameter of the variable INHERIT will consequently indicate that agricultural productivity raises the land prices in counties where farms and fields are not fragmented due to partible inheritance.
Regression Results
The regression results for equation 1 are summarized in Table 1 . The detailed regression results, including all parameter estimates, are reported in 9 For Germany, Rehdanz and Maddison (2004) find a positive relationship between climatic conditions and housing prices. Higher relief intensity may, in addition to generating consumption amenities, limit the supply of arable land available for residential or commercial purposes. This shortage of arable land may, ceteris paribus, also raise land prices. Data on relief intensity were kindly provided by the Bundesanstalt für Bauwesen und Raumordnung. The data on sunshine radiation and the concentration of cultural sites are from the "Study Programme on European Spatial Planning" (SPESP) dataset. All these data are available at the level of the 31 West German NUTS2 regions. 10 The data on soil quality were kindly provided by the Bundesanstalt für Bauwesen und Raumordnung. The data on the forms of inheritance in the past are inferred from Figure 1 in Abel (1955) . Table A1 in the Appendix. The selection procedure terminated successfully after 94 iterations. In the course of these iterations, 92 variables representing metropolitan centers, distance bands, or subcenters were added to the model. Two of these variables were dropped again from the model in a subsequent iteration. The adjusted R 2 of 0.9 indicates that the preferred model explains the variation of land prices across local administrative areas in West Germany pretty well.
Of the 112 centers of labor market areas that are specified as candidate metropolitan centers, the selection procedure considers only 52 as metropolitan centers. The land prices at the remaining 60 centers of labor market areas are either estimated to not exceed the estimated rural land prices or are attributable to other metropolitan centers. A map of the estimated urban land prices is depicted in the left-hand side graph of Figure A2 in the Appendix; the corresponding numbers for each metropolitan county are given in Table A2 .
Similar to Brakman, Garretsen and Schramm (2004) , who investigate the effects of the market potential on land prices in Germany, the urban land prices attributable to metropolitan centers are estimated to decay fairly rapidly with increasing distances from most of these centers in the present illustration. About two-thirds (35) of the 52 metropolitan centers are estimated to have no metropolitan hinterland at all. They are not assigned a single distance band outside the metropolitan center by the selection procedure. Most of these metropolitan centers are smaller cities surrounded by mostly rural counties. Another 11 metropolitan centers do not impact on land prices at distances of more than 20km (first distance band), and only two metropolitan centers, Stuttgart and Düsseldorf, impact on the land prices at distances of more than 30 km (up to 40 km; third distance band), according to the estimates. A closer inspection of the estimated parameters of the distance-band variables, ␥ j , suggests that the land price effects do, in fact, not decrease continuously with increasing distance to the centers (see Table A1 in the Appendix). The estimated parameters for the three distance bands around the city of Düsseldorf, for example, exhibit a local peak at a distance of 20-30 km from downtown Düsseldorf (second distance band). And those around the city of Stuttgart exhibit a local peak at a distance of 30-40 km (third distance band). These local peaks indicate that modeling the land price gradients at metropolitan centers in terms of distance bands is, in fact, preferable over modeling them in terms of continuous distance decay functions.
The selection procedure also identifies 13 subcenters. Most of these subcenters are assigned to the larger metropolitan centers: five subcenters are assigned to Düsseldorf, two to Munich, and another two jointly to Frankfurt and Wiesbaden. The distance decay parameter (␦) is estimated to be 0.025, which implies a half-life distance of the effects of the spillovers from subcenters on urban land prices of about 28 km. The spillovers from the subcenters are thus estimated to extend across longer distances than those from most of the metropolitan centers. This implies that the spillovers from subcenters shift the fringes of metropolitan areas significantly beyond the areas covered by the land price gradients of the metropolitan centers. Most of the estimates for the parameters s , are within plausible ranges (0.4-7.3; see Table A1 in the Appendix), which implies that the urban agglomeration economies at the subcenters add another 40-730 percent to the urban land prices attributable to the metropolitan centers. There is, however, one "outlier," Bochum, for which the parameter s is estimated to be 247. This high parameter suggests that Bochum may actually be a metropolitan center rather than a subcenter. The urban agglomeration economies that impact on Bochum's land price appear to originate primarily from the city itself rather than from other cities or counties.
The seven proxies that explain the rural land prices suggest that the consumers' preferences for an attractive climate (SUNSHINE) and a scenic landscape (RELIEF˙INTENS; MOUNTAIN) are reflected in higher land prices, as are higher agricultural productivity due to better soil (SOIL, SOILSQ) and larger farm and field sizes (INHERIT). See Table A1 in the Appendix for the parameter estimates, and the right-hand side map in Figure A1 for the estimated rural land prices. Taken together, the rural land prices are estimated to be about €64, on average, across all administrative areas, rural and urban. This average includes the estimates for the administrative areas in the Alps, where tourism and the limited availability of arable land drive the land prices up. 
Delineation of Metropolitan Areas
This subsection illustrates the second step in the delineation procedure proposed in this paper. It delineates metropolitan areas in West Germany, using the regression results just presented, and applying the delineation rules described in Section 2. The estimated urban land prices attributable directly or indirectly to the metropolitan centers (see equation 3) are assumed to be significantly different from zero only if they amount to at least €20. The estimated urban land prices attributable to individual metropolitan centers (see equation 2) are taken at face value. Their significance threshold is assumed to be zero for simplicity.
The delineation yields 40 metropolitan areas in West Germany (Figure 1 ; left-hand side map). The detailed assignment of the counties to the 40 metropolitan areas is given in Table A2 in the Appendix. Of the 52 metropolitan centers identified by the regression analysis in the first step, 12 are merged with other metropolitan centers into joint metropolitan areas. These metropolitan centers are merged for several reasons: nine of the 12 metropolitan centers are merged to other metropolitan areas because their land prices are estimated to be affected directly by those other metropolitan areas. The remaining three metropolitan centers are merged to other metropolitan areas because their land prices are estimated to be affected indirectly by those other metropolitan areas, namely through subcenters of those other metropolitan areas. To give an example, the Rhine-Ruhr metropolitan area (10 in Table A2 ) comprises a total of five cities identified as separate metropolitan centers by the regression: Düsseldorf, Essen, Krefeld, Cologne (Köln), and Dortmund. It comprises, in addition, five cities or counties identified as subcenters: Bochum, Erftkreis, Oberhausen, Rheinisch-Bergischer Kreis, and Viersen. All five subcenters are assigned to Düsseldorf as their metropolitan center. Düsseldorf is in fact estimated to be the most influential among the centers in the Rhine-Ruhr area. Three of the four other metropolitan centers, Essen, Krefeld, and Cologne, are covered by Düsseldorf's land price gradient, which indicates that their land prices are affected directly by urban agglomeration economies attributed to Düsseldorf. This is a sufficient condition for considering Düsseldorf, Essen, Krefeld, and Cologne to be members of the same metropolitan area, according to the delineation rules set up in Section 2. The fifth metropolitan center, Dortmund, is not covered by Düsseldorf's land price gradient. It is, however, covered by the land price gradients of two of Düsseldorf's subcenters, Oberhausen and Bochum, which indicates that Dortmund's land price is affected indirectly by urban agglomeration economies attributable to Düsseldorf. This is a sufficient condition to consider Düsseldorf and Dortmund to be members of the same metropolitan area as well, according to the delineation rules.
Comparing the metropolitan areas delineated here to the metropolitan areas in the U.S., the FURs in Western Europe, and the labor market area in Germany indicates that the urban land prices tend, on aggregate, to be a more restrictive criterion for delineating metropolitan areas than the commuting intensities. The share of the 40 West German metropolitan areas delineated here in the total population is about 64 percent, which is significantly lower than the shares of the metropolitan areas in the U.S. (more than 80 percent), or those of the European FURs. The larger among the European FURs alone account for about 70 percent (see Cheshire and Hay, 1989) .
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This result is, at the first view, surprising because the land-price-based delineation procedure is supposed to capture interactions between firms that propagate over longer distances than commuting. The metropolitan areas delineated by means of urban land prices should, from this perspective, account for a larger share of the total population. Two reasons may jointly explain why they do not. The first reason is that longer distance interactions between firms may impact stronger on land prices at the centers and subcenters than on those at the fringes of metropolitan areas. Either the firms situated further from the centers do not interact too intensively with firms at the centers, or their benefits from these interactions are too low to impact significantly on the land prices because the density of firms (per sqkm) is too low. The interactions between firms across longer distance may actually be interactions primarily between firms situated at different centers or subcenters. This may contribute to explaining why the land-price-based delineation approach suggests merging neighboring metropolitan areas into polycentric metropolitan areas more frequently than commuting-based delineation approaches. Recall that the Rhine-Ruhr area, which is found to be a single, polycentric metropolitan area here, comprises no less than nine FURs, or five labor market areas.
The second reason is probably due to the fact that the indicator of urban land prices assigns, ceteris paribus, a lower weight to urbanized municipalities in counties at the metropolitan fringes. Counties at the metropolitan fringes frequently comprise both urbanized municipalities, located at the borders towards the metropolitan areas, and rural municipalities, located at larger distances from the metropolitan areas. In terms of both indicators, the urban land prices and the commuting intensities, the urbanized municipalities will be more highly integrated with a metropolitan area than the rural municipalities. The urbanized municipalities will, however, be assigned lower weights in the average, county-level land prices than in the average, county-level commuting intensities because their shares in the counties' areas are lower than their shares in the counties' workforces. A comparison of the West German metropolitan areas delineated here (Figure 1, left map) to the West German labor market areas (Figure 1 , right map) tends to support this reason. Virtually all metropolitan areas in the less densely populated regions, such as the northern 11 The larger European FURs are those with a population size of 330,000 or more in 1981. The metropolitan areas with a population of 330,000 or more delineated here account for only 59 percent of the total West German population. If the significance threshold for the urban land prices were reduced from €20 to €0, such that all counties with a positive estimated urban land price were considered parts of a metropolitan area, the population share of the largest metropolitan areas delineated here would be 67 percent, which is still lower than that of the largest FURs. and eastern parts of West Germany, tend to be smaller than the corresponding labor market areas.
12 While most of the metropolitan areas are estimated to comprise just the metropolitan centers, the corresponding labor market areas frequently comprise, in addition to the centers, another one or two counties. Many of these counties are not entirely urbanized. To better determine the reasons why the land-price-based delineation proposed here covers a lower share of the population, a comparative delineation of metropolitan areas at the level of municipalities and at the level of counties would be useful. This is, however, beyond the scope of the present paper.
Robustness
The regression model in the first step and the delineation rules in the second step rest on several assumptions and ex ante choices. This section investigates the robustness of the delineation results to variations of these assumptions and choices, using the illustrative delineation presented in Section 3 as an example and a reference. These robustness tests will not just assess whether or not the delineation results are sensitive to the assumptions and ex ante choices. Any approach that, like the approaches for delineating metropolitan areas, forces a population of interdependent units into just two classes of units is, by nature, sensitive to variations in the definition of the classes and the rules for assigning the units to these classes. As the commuting-based delineations, the land-price-based delineation proposed here will consequently be sensitive to a variation of the assumptions and ex ante choices. See Karlsson and Olsson (2006) for a discussion of the robustness of commuting-based delineations. The robustness tests will also investigate why the delineation results are sensitive to the assumptions and ex ante choices. They may thereby help understand how the delineation approach works, and which assumptions or choices need to be investigated in more detail in future research to reduce the sensitivity of the delineation results as far as possible. Table 2 reports the main results of the robustness tests, along with those of the baseline delineation presented above. The upper panel of Table 2 reports, for each test as well as for the baseline delineation, summary statistics for the results of the second step of the procedure, namely the number of metropolitan areas and their counties, and three "overlap" indicators. The overlap indicators are the share of metropolitan areas in the baseline delineation that are metropolitan areas in the test delineation as well ("% same metro areas"), the share of metropolitan counties in the baseline delineation that are metropolitan counties in the test delineation as well ("% counties in metro areas"), and the share of metropolitan counties in the baseline delineation that are members of the same metropolitan area in the test delineation ("% counties in same metro area"). The lower panel of Table 2 reports the correlations (Pearson coefficients) between the baseline and the test delineations for the estimated rural land prices and urban land prices. It also reports, similar to Table 1 , the numbers and types of the parameters in the delineations.
First, the delineation results can be expected to be sensitive to the choice of the significance threshold in the second step of the delineation procedure. Since the standard deviations of the urban land prices estimated in Section 3 are unknown, all counties with an estimated urban land price of €20 or more are considered parts of metropolitan areas. The robustness tests indicate that the number of counties in metropolitan areas changes significantly if the significance threshold is reduced to €10, or increased to €30 (Table 2 , columns i.a and i.b). It increases by 9 percent (from 167 in the baseline delineation to 182) if the significance threshold is reduced by 50 percent, and decreases by 6 percent (to 157) if the significance threshold is increased by 50 percent.
13 This underscores the need for an estimator of the standard deviations of the predicted urban land prices that allows subjecting the significance of the estimates to more widely accepted significance levels.
Second, the delineation results may be sensitive to the choice of the set of candidate centers from which the selection procedure draws the metropolitan centers. The delineation results do, in fact, change significantly, if the 91 city-counties in West Germany (see Section 3) are chosen to be the candidate centers instead of the 112 centers of the labor market areas (Table 2 , column ii). Although the set of candidate centers is smaller, the delineation procedure identifies more and, on aggregate, larger metropolitan areas. Of the 43 metropolitan areas identified in the test delineation based on the 91 city-counties, 32 (88 percent of 40) are also identified in the baseline delineation based on the 112 centers of labor market areas. Five of the remaining 11 metropolitan areas are considered rural areas in the baseline delineation, while six are merged into polycentric metropolitan areas in the baseline delineation. The total number of metropolitan counties, 192, is significantly higher than in the baseline delineation mainly because some of the metropolitan areas identified in both delineations are larger in the test than in the baseline delineation.
14 The indicators for the results of the first-step regression in the lower panel of Table 2 show that the test model fits the data better, according to the adjusted R 2 , predicts the rural land price to be lower (€55 instead of €64), and identifies 13 The number of metropolitan areas and the assignment of counties to specific metropolitan areas do not change too much, by contrast. The number of metropolitan areas decreases or increases by just one because one more or one less metropolitan area is merged with another metropolitan area. The assignment of the counties to the metropolitan areas changes accordingly, which explains why only 92 percent or 93 percent of the metropolitan counties are in the same metropolitan area in the baseline and the test delineations.
14 The share of larger metropolitan areas (population>330,000) in the total West German population is 65 percent, which is still lower than the population share of the larger European FURs (70 percent see Section 3). The control variables are nine border dummies for counties on the borders to the eight countries neighboring West Germany and to East Germany, and two variables measuring the expected future increases of the land prices in the hinterlands of metropolitan centers that are due to favorable growth prospects of the metropolitan centers. The two control variables are defined as the spatially discounted employment shares of high-skilled workers, and of R&D workers in the metropolitan centers. c % Same metro area: Number of metropolitan areas (largest metropolitan centers) in both the baseline and the test delineation in % of all metropolitan areas in the baseline delineation. % Counties in metro area: Number of counties assigned to a metropolitan area in both the baseline and the test delineation in % of all counties assigned to a metropolitan areas in the baseline delineation.
% Counties in same metro area: Number of counties assigned to the same metropolitan area in the baseline and the test delineation in % of all counties assigned to a metropolitan area in the baseline delineation.
significantly more of all three types of metropolitan variables (metropolitan centers, distance bands, subcenters).
To understand why the test delineation identifies more and, on aggregate, larger metropolitan areas than the baseline delineation, it is important to know that the city-counties are spatially more clustered in densely populated areas than the centers of labor market areas. This implies that, on the one hand, the selection procedure in the first-step regression has more opportunities for placing center dummies in densely populated areas-and for adding another distance band here and there-in the test delineation. In the baseline delineation, the selection procedure instead has to place subcenters, whose land price gradients are subject to stronger restrictions. On the other hand, the stronger clustering of city-counties implies that the selection procedure has fewer opportunities for placing center dummies in sparsely populated areas in the test delineation. This appears to be of little use in the present case because there are, apparently, not too many metropolitan centers among the centers of the labor market areas in West Germany that are not city-counties. The lesson to be drawn for future research from this test is that the apparent sensitivity of the results to the choice of the candidate metropolitan centers may actually be a consequence of their sensitivity to the choice of the restrictions imposed on the land price gradients of subcenters. To improve the "fine tuning" of the model, the restrictions imposed on the land price gradients of the subcenters should be relaxed as far as possible.
To investigate the sensitivity of the delineation procedure to the restrictions imposed on the land price gradients of the subcenters in some more detail, the third set of robustness tests focuses on the functional form of these gradients. The test reported in column (iii.a) employs a linear rather than an inverse exponential distance decay function, and the tests reported in columns (iii.b) and (iii.c) employ different distance cutoffs (D max ). The results of these tests indicate that the delineation tends to be more sensitive to the choice of the distance cutoff than to the choice of the functional form of the land price gradients of subcenters: Setting the spatial discounting factor, w ns , equal to (50-D ns )/50 rather than to the inverse exponential function given in equation (4) does not affect the delineation results significantly (column iii.a). By contrast, reducing the distance cutoff from 50 km in the baseline model to 40 km (column iii.b), or extending it to 60 km (column iii.c), affects the delineation results significantly and in a fairly complex way. While the number of subcenters identified by the selection procedure in the first step (see lower panel of Table 2 ) decreases continuously with an increasing cutoff, as could be expected, the numbers of metropolitan areas and counties in these metropolitan areas are higher for both the 40 km and 60 km cutoffs than for the 50 km cutoff. The same is true for the number of metropolitan centers and distance bands identified by the selection procedure. This puzzling result may be due to the restriction that the distance decay parameters are the same for all subcenters. This one-size-fits-all restriction can be expected to introduce complex interdependencies between all metropolitan areas that are not circularly symmetric.
Fourth, the results presented in Section 3 may be biased because interactions across the national border are not taken into account. In addition, the land prices at the metropolitan fringes may be affected significantly by expected future changes of the land rents in prosperous metropolitan areas (Capozza and Helsley, 1990) . These expectations are considered a dynamic externality of urban agglomeration in the present paper that should be taken into account when delineating today's metropolitan areas. It may, still, be interesting to know to what extent they actually affect the delineation. The test delineation in column (v) of Table 2 indicates that the delineation results do not change dramatically if border effects and the effects of expected changes of the land rents are taken into account. 15 Counties on the borders to the former Socialist countries (including East Germany) tend to have somewhat lower, those on the borders to western European countries somewhat higher, land prices, ceteris paribus. Expected future changes in the land rents are found to exhibit little influence on the land prices. The estimated effects of the human-capital intensity of a metropolitan center are virtually zero; those of the R&D intensity implausibly negative.
Finally, the variable-selection procedure may be subject to path dependency. Although every variable in the model is tested in each iteration to determine whether it may be excluded, there may be variables or combinations of variables that are particularly influential in the sense that they, once they have been added to the model, direct the subsequent iterations towards a local rather than the global maximum of the objective function. Sensitivity to path dependency is tested by repeatedly removing or adding randomly variables in the course of the iterations. In most, though not all, cases the procedure corrects the random interferences of the selection process in the following iteration. It reintroduces the variable that was removed randomly, or removes the variable that was added randomly. Still, the test delineation in column (vi) of Table 2 indicates that the delineation results are not invariant to path dependency. The selection procedure tends to become more sensitive to path dependency towards higher iterations, as the set of options for adding or removing variables becomes larger and the differences between these options in terms of the objective function (adjusted R 2 ) become smaller.
CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a new approach for delineating metropolitan areas. While the standard approaches use commuting intensities as an indicator of 15 The border effects are controlled for by nine border dummies that are one for counties on the borders to the eight countries neighboring West Germany, or to East Germany. The effects of favorable growth prospects of the metropolitan centers on the land prices at the metropolitan fringes are controlled for by two variables: the spatially discounted employment shares of highskilled workers in the metropolitan centers, and the spatially discounted employment shares of R&D workers in the metropolitan centers. Both variables assume, ceteris paribus, higher values for counties in the neighborhood of more innovative metropolitan centers. The regression results, which are not reported here in detail, are available from the author upon request.
economic integration between metropolitan centers and their hinterlands, the present paper uses the fraction of land prices attributable to economies of urban agglomeration as an indicator. This fraction, labeled "urban land price" for short, reflects, in addition to commuting, a variety of economic interactions and interdependencies, including externalities between firms. While this approach is formally quite similar to the traditional, commuting-based delineation approaches, it differs conceptually in three respects: it estimates the urban land prices econometrically by adapting the concept of land price gradients from the economic theory of cities, takes subcenters of metropolitan areas explicitly into account, and identifies the centers and subcenters of metropolitan areas endogenously.
Using this approach to delineate metropolitan areas in West Germany demonstrates, first, that this approach tends to delineate fewer and larger metropolitan areas in densely populated parts of the country than commutingbased delineation approaches. This may be due to the fact that the approach accounts for interactions between firms in different centers or subcenters that exceed the usual commuting distances. Second, it demonstrates that this approach tends to delineate smaller metropolitan areas in sparsely populated parts of the country. This is probably due to the fact that the approach assigns a lower weight to the urbanized municipalities in counties at the metropolitan fringes that comprise both urbanized and rural municipalities. On aggregate, the population share in metropolitan areas delineated by means of land prices is found to be smaller than that in metropolitan areas delineated by means of commuting intensities. For assessing the relative merits and drawbacks of the land price and the commuting-based approaches in different environments, more detailed comparative studies and simulations are warranted, however.
The main purpose of this paper is to introduce the basic approach to delineating metropolitan areas by means of land prices. This approach still rests on several simplifying assumptions that may, and should be relaxed as far as possible in the future. One of these assumptions is that the land price gradients of all subcenters are assumed to be of the same shape. Future research should explore opportunities for allowing the land price gradients of subcenters to adjust more flexibly to the local specificities of the subcenters. Another simplifying assumption is that the statistical significance of the urban land prices cannot be determined by means of simulations. Future research should explore opportunities for estimating the standard deviations urban land prices by, for example, employing the bootstrap or other simulation methods. 
APPENDIX
